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ABSTRACT
Today, considerable Internet traffic is sent from datacenter and
heads for users. The network characteristics of connections served
by servers in datacenters are usually diverse. As a result, a specific
congestion control algorithm hardly accommodates the heterogene-
ity and performs well in various scenarios. In this work, we present
Rein — a novel framework for Internet congestion control. With
Rein, diverse congestion control algorithms can be assigned pur-
posely to connections in one server to adapt to heterogeneity. We
design and implement Rein in Linux, and the experiments validate
that Rein is capable of smoothly switching among various candi-
date algorithms on the fly to achieve potential performance gain.
Meanwhile, the overheads introduced by Rein are moderate and
acceptable.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Transport protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In today’s Internet, a considerable amount of traffic originates from
datacenter and heads for users. In such datacenter-to-user trans-
missions, a single server in datacenter can face various users with
diverse network characteristics. The congestion control algorithms
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Figure 1: Basic Idea

(CCAs) deployed in servers play a vital role in the users’ quality of
experience, especially for large content transfers which dominate
Internet traffic [28] 1.

Although dozens of CCAs are proposed [9], in practice, a single
algorithm is usually configured for all connections in a server [25],
despite the fact that one specific CCA cannot excel in diverse sce-
narios (§2.1). To drive congestion control to adapt to heterogeneous
network environments, there has been a surge of efforts towards
revolutionizing the methodology of congestion control by intro-
ducing machine learning techniques [11, 18, 19, 30, 31, 33]. They
follow the creed that the handcrafted approaches fail to cope with
heterogeneity and react ineffectively to dynamic reality, resulting
in less ideal performance. These approaches performs well in cer-
tain conditions but have practical issues, resulting in deployment
difficulty and performance degradation (§2.2).

Unlike existing work, we take another road to improve the per-
formance of congestion control in heterogeneous environments:
selecting the suited CCA for each connection according to the ob-
served network characteristics of this connection. This is inspired
by two observations. (1) CCAs in typical network environments
(e.g., wired, cellular) have been well studied and continuously pro-
posed. They usually perform expectedly well in their domain (§2.2),
and applying matched CCA can attain potential performance gain
for heterogeneous networks (§5.2). (2) Selecting appropriate CCA

1Transport performance of short connection is largely determined by initial sending
window or sending rate.
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Figure 2: FLT of downloading same size file

is feasible in datacenter-to-user paradigm. Unlike traditional end-
to-end congestion control which makes rate control decision solely
based on run-time network feedback data of a single connection,
servers in datacenter possess more information to make congestion
control decisions since they have a global view across connections
on two dimensions. Spatial dimension. Connections can come from
same local network and share common network path. E.g., users
of a specific CDN (content delivery network) server are usually in
the same network location. Temporal dimension. Hosts can access
the same datacenter over time. E.g., many users retrieve contents
from CDN server periodically. This two-dimension property causes
connections share similar network properties (e.g., bottleneck band-
width, loss patterns) in servers, which is validated by our initial
analysis on dataset collected from production CDN servers (§3.2).
Selecting CCA for new incoming connections can thus benefits
from consulting CCAs’ historical performance on previous similar
connections. Therefore, we do not intend to design a new omnipo-
tent algorithm to excel in all scenarios. We pin the performance
degradation on the mismatch between the rigid single-CCA policy
and the diversity of networks, and we seek to bridge the gap by
identifying the connection’s network characteristics and selecting
suited CCA properly.

We introduce Rein — a framework for Internet congestion con-
trol, which has two main functions: collecting data for characteriz-
ing connection and switching CCA to adapt to heterogeneity. We
design and implement the framework in Linux, and briefly describe
key ideas of designing CCA selection policy (§3.2). Preliminary
evaluations show that Rein provides following benefits: (1) Rein
ensures smooth and live transition among various CCA; (2) Rein
performs better than one single CCA; (3) Rein introduces modest
overheads.

2 MOTIVATION AND BASIC IDEA
2.1 Need for Considering Heterogeneity
The servers in datacenters face clients whose connections
have diverse network characteristics. The heterogeneity is largely
attributed to the variety of access network (e.g., Wi-Fi, cellular
network, optical fibers), carrier network (e.g., different traffic en-
gineering policies) and run-time environment (e.g., multiplexing
degree and protocol aggressiveness of competing flows). However,
nowadays servers usually adopt a single CCA for all connections
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Figure 3: (a). Normal wired network; (b). Throughput of
downloading same fie in WiFi

[25]. To understand the landscape of network heterogeneity and
consequent impact on CCA performance, we collect dataset from
production CDN nodes servers covering over thirty cities across
country. Specifically, we instrumentedweb servers which deliver ap-
plication software to personal computer clients across cities through
CDN, and the last mile of clients’ network is wired or wireless. The
TCP stack of servers is instrumented to collect transport layer data,
including real-time bandwidth, RTT (round-trip time), retransmis-
sion ratio, SACK (Selective Acknowledgment), etc. Metrics of part
of the dataset is shown next.

One CCA cannot excel in diverse scenarios due to its de-
sign assumption can be violated by complex reality. We set
the congestion control policy to assign CCA for incoming connec-
tion in a round robin manner to attain performance of various CCA
in CDN servers. Figure 2 shows CCA performance differentiates on
two groups of connections with same IP prefix sampled in our CDN
servers, CUBIC [20] performs well for IP prefix 1 but less ideally for
IP prefix 2. We further analyze the reasons of performance differ-
entiation. Traditional end-to-end CCA makes assumptions about
network bottleneck, and maintains local observables (e.g., packet
delivery rate, delay and loss pattern, etc.) from network feedback
data, and uses theses observables as signal to infer the bottleneck
state and makes rational rate control decisions. For example, CU-
BIC interprets packet loss as the signal of congestion and decreases
sending rate when loss is detected, but this is not always the case.
E.g., CUBIC exhibits low throughput when bottleneck buffers are
small, due to misinterpretation of loss [13].

2.2 Why Selecting CCA
Existingworkswhich aim to adapt congestion control to het-
erogeneity have practical issues. To overcome the limitation of
classical CCA’s dependence of assumptions, machine learning have
been applied in congestion control [18, 19, 30, 31, 33]. These ap-
proaches has their practical issues and can be categorized in terms
of design rationale.
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Model training approaches. They [30, 31, 33] generate an opti-
mized rate control policy for given artificial networks (specified by
parameterized simulation or real world trace) by training a control
model offline. Practical issue: it is hard to predefine clients’ net-
work parameters or get their network trace in advance (end host
is not fixed), and the effectiveness of training algorithm heavily
depends on training dataset [32]; besides, run-time overheads of
them are remarkably higher than classical CCA [30].

Online learning approaches. They [18, 19] make no assumption
about network and adjusts sending rate based on online reward
to maximize a utility function of combined performance metrics.
Practical issue: slowly reaching available resource share due to
learning rate control from scratch for each connection. Figure 3(b)
shows the throughput of downloading same file in WiFi environ-
ment using PCC-Vivace [19] and specialized handcrafted CCA,
respectively.

SelectingCCA is another frameworkwhich can adapt server-
side congestion control to heterogeneity effectively and effi-
ciently for following reasons. (1) Handcrafted CCAs achieve their
design goals and perform well in normal scenarios. Typical network
environments (e.g., wired, cellular) have been well studied and cor-
responding CCAs are proposed. Figure 3(a) shows real world CCA
test result in a normal wired network [27] which tells handcrafted
CCAs achieve their expected performance. For example, CUBIC and
BBR [13] achieve high throughput, and Vegas [12] achieves low de-
lay. (2) Meanwhile, machine learning (ML) CCAs cannot magically
surpass handcrafted CCAs in all performance metric (e.g., Copa and
PCC-Vivace perform similar as Vegas), their advantages lie in: flexi-
bility to balance between different objectives (e.g, high throughput
and low delay) by adjusting utility function; online learning CCAs
can be effective for rare abnormal environments[29]. (3) Find the
mapping of given connection to suited CCA is feasible in servers
of datacenters. Unlike traditional end-to-end congestion control
which makes rate control decision solely based on run-time net-
work feedback data of a single connection, servers in datacenter
possess more information for making congestion control decision
since they have a global view across connections on spatial and
temporal dimensions (§1). (4) The architecture of decoupling of
network environments and suited CCA is effective and efficient. It
combines the advantages of traditional CCA and ML techniques,
i.e., reusing the human wisdom in traditional CCA to tackle normal
network scenarios in a robust and lightweight way, and utilizing
pattern recognition power of ML to find Scenarios-CCA mapping.
Furthermore, it provides extensibility. New proposed CCAs which
tackle emerging environments can be added in our framework, also
aforementioned machine learning CCAs can be incorporated. E.g.,
PCC is incorporated in our framework.

2.3 Basic Idea
To improve overall transport performance, we intend to select suited
CCA for each connection so that the CCA match each connection’s
network characteristic respectively. To achieve this, as shown in Fig-
ure 1 , we take following measures for each connection. (1) Setting
an initial CCA and collecting network feedback data (e.g., band-
width, RTT...) from the front packet sequence of the connection; (2)
Characterizing the connection by collected data and switching its

CCA to the matched algorithm. Correspondingly, Rein is a frame-
work which requires no receiver modification and provides two
functions: (1) Exposing network feedback data efficiently in net-
work protocol stack; (2) switching to selected CCA online smoothly
according to user-defined selection policy.

2.4 Challenges
Realizing the basic idea requiring efforts on two aspects. (1) Sys-
tem support. The network protocol stack needs to accommodate
diverse CCAs and enable online algorithm switch, and collecting
data should be lightweight so that normal processing of network
protocol stack is uninfluenced. (2) Policy design. The mapping from
collected data to matched CCA is needed. Thus, two types of chal-
lenges are posed.

System related challenges. (1) Connection states migration
is needed when switching to selected CCA from initial CCA, and
a smooth migration can be nontrivial. Ideally, the selected CCA
should inherit the probed network resource and its internal vari-
ables should synchronize with current network snapshot (sending
rate, congestion state, etc) just as though the selected CCA has
executed from the beginning. But this is hard since different CCAs
maintain individualized variables, it is likely that not all variables of
the selected CCA can be translated from variables of initial CCA. (2)
Characterizing connections online requires analyzing the quickly
generated per-ACK (Acknowledgment) feedback data in a real-time
manner, but frequent data exchange between network protocol
stack and analysis procedure can introduce non-negligible over-
heads. Experiments (§5.3) show that, for a saturated 10G NIC port,
exposing the Linux kernel TCP stack feedback data by a commonly
used kernel interface cost more than 10% CPU resource, which is
far higher than the original congestion control procedure.

Policy related challenges. The main challenge is how to find
the mapping from collected data to matched CCA. In essence, se-
lecting CCA is predicting performance of each candidate CCA on
the given connection and adopting the most competent one. This is
challenging because the applicable scenarios of CCAs are usually
empirical and not specified by detailed network parameters, while
collected data are in the form of multivariate time series (MTS, Fig-
ure 6) with noise (per-ACK bandwidth, RTT,... ) and span a immense
range due to the network heterogeneity.

3 DESIGN
Figure 4 shows a high-level schema of Rein, including two key
modules: Selector andAgent, which exchange information through a
pair of pipes. Agent is responsible for collecting data and switching
CCA in network protocol stack, Selector maps collected data to
suited CCA.Workflow: Agent collects data and exposes it to Selector
by upward pipe, Selector maps data to suited CCA and send CCA
switch notification to Agent through downward pipe, then Agent
parses the notification and launches algorithm switching in network
protocol stack.

3.1 Agent
Agent achieves data collection and algorithm switching by instru-
menting and restructuring network protocol stack.
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Data collection. Data collection function is instrumented in the
ACK processing procedure and is invoked when an ACK is received.
Firstly, Agent extracts the information(e.g., current RTT, loss ratio,
bandwidth) and then writes them to the upward pipe where data is
read by Selector later.

Algorithm switching. Algorithm switching is realized by two
measures: replacing CCA on the fly and ensuring the smoothness
of CCA transition.

Replacing CCA on the fly. Algorithm replacement is done by re-
placing the reference to the algorithm 2, with transport protocol
implementation is restructured to be modularized and CCA is im-
plemented as pluggable module. We describe this measure based on
TCP stack 3 (Figure 5). Specifically, the restructuring including two
parts. [10, 16] (1) The congestion control module only computes the
sending rate and does not involve in other TCP functions, so that
CCA replacing does not effects other TCP components. (2) Plug-
gable CCA modules share a common congestion state machine (e.g.,
2In Linux kernel, the reference to CCA is in the form of function pointer, replacement
is done by changing the function pointer to the new algorithm.
3Our implementation is based on Linux kernel TCP stack, but our design can be applied
to other protocol stacks like QUIC [22]

congestion avoidance, loss recovery) and implement corresponding
defined interface of rate adjustment. Taking slow start state for
example, all CCAs should implement their own rate control policy
for slow start so that the congestion control component can call
the interface when a connection enters slow start. In this way, the
congestion control component only interacts with the common
interface of algorithms and can invoke the related rate adjustment
interface in any state. Therefore, algorithm switching can be done
by replacing the reference to the algorithm.

Ensuring the smoothness of CCA transition. The state migration
for algorithm switching is essentially translating the variables of
previous algorithm to the variables of new algorithm, and two kinds
of variables are related to smoothness: the sending rate variable
(in the form of congestion window or pacing rate) and observed
variables (e.g., the minimum observed RTT), because the sending
rate directly determines performance, and observed variables are
used to adjust sending rate (e.g., BBR computes the sending rate
by the maximum observed bandwidth and the minimum observed
RTT). We take two measures to decide the initial value of the send-
ing rate and observed variables of the new algorithm. (1) Inheriting
the previous algorithm’s sending rate to avoid drastic performance
degradation. We set the initial congestion window for the new algo-
rithm by inheriting the previous algorithm’s evolutional value. As
for the algorithms employing the pacing mechanism, such as BBR,
we set the initial pacing rate to the value of congestion window
divided by recent sampled RTT. And the transition from pacing-
rate based algorithm to window-based algorithm is symmetric. (2)
Initializing the new algorithm’s observed variables to their default
value. The reason is that the observed variables are secondary to
sending rate variables in metric of performance, and the update
frequency of observed variables is high enough to compensate the
information loss caused by initializing them to default values. To
confirm this point, some typical observed variables of Linux kernel
CCAs are listed in Table 1. Most of them are updated per-ACK,
and multiple ACKs are received in one RTT, which can generate
adequate samples to update observed variables. Besides, initializing
observed variables requires no transplant work for algorithms to
fit in our framework, because the initialization is done by calling
their original initialization function, otherwise, we need to find
the transition relation between the two algorithms since observed
variables of different algorithms are usually dissimilar. To sum up,
the previous algorithm’s sending rate is inherited and the observed
variables are reset for the new algorithm to ensure the smoothness,
and the evaluation result suggests the feasibility of this method in
§5.1.

3.2 Selector
The main function of Selector is mapping collected data to matched
CCA, which is the focus of future work, we briefly describe key
ideas. We take two methods to select matched CCA. (1) We first
check whether this connection is facing typical network scenario,
if so, corresponding specialized CCA is selected. We adopt this
because there are typical cases which can be directly identified by
extracting features with explicit physical meaning from collected
data. For instance, typical wireless connections can be identified
(§4.2.2). For those cases, manually designed rules can be applied
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Table 1: Observed variables of classical CCAs

Algorithm Typical observed variables and their update frequency

CUBIC dealy_min (UP); last_max_cwnd (UR)
BBR min_rtt (UA); max_bw (UA)
Vegas base_rtt (UA); count_rtt, min_rtt (UP)
Westwood[15] bandwidth_estimation (UC); cumulated_acked (UA)
Illinois[23] sum_rtt, count_rtt (UP); max_rtt, base_rtt (UP); alpha, beta (UC)

UA:updated when ACK arrives; UR: updated when retransmission timer expired; UP: updated when packets are ACKed; UC: updated when current sending
round ends
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Figure 6: Similar multivariate time series (MTS) data of two connections

to map data to CCA, we call this method rule-based selection [5].
(2) For general cases, we intend to apply data driven method to
gain the mapping, based on two initial observations captured in our
CDN dataset. (a) For most connections, there exists other connec-
tions with similar MTS (Figure 6), due to the network temporal and
spatial locality. (b) Connections with similar MTS tend to exhibit
similar CCA performance. We find that connections whose MTS
match on all attributes (RTT, bandwidth...) tend to face homoge-
nous network environment, and CCA performance difference is
relatively stable for these connections, e.g., BBR is better than CU-
BIC for most cases under this environment. Therefore, new arriving
connections’ CCA can be selected by consulting CCA performance
on past connections with similar MTS. We plan to encode patterns
in the MTS data and mine the relation between MTS pattern and
CCA performance by data driven method, and we call this method
as learning-based selection. We provide a selection policy instance
in §4.2.2 to demonstrate Selector workflow.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
We implement Rein in Linux by modifying the kernel (4.14.29)
source tree, adding a kernel module and writing the associated
user-level library. Implementation details of key components of
Rein are introduced respectively.

4.1 Kernel Implementation
Rein contains two parts in kernel: Pipe implemented as an external
kernel module and Agent implemented as modifications to TCP
stack.

4.1.1 Pipe. Pipe provides high efficient data exchange between
Agent and Selector, ring buffer is decided as its data structure to sup-
port batch processing and lock-free synchronization, with per-core
structure. Two kinds of overheads are further minimized: memory
allocation/release and data access. Memory pools are pre-allocated
for both upward and downward pipe respectively to avoid frequent
memory allocation and release. Since the rate of writing data into
upward pipe is the same as ACK arriving rate. The data access over-
heads are decreased by memory mapping. Taking upward pipe for
instance, for data is collected in kernel and analyzed by Selector in
user space, memory mapping avoids the overheads of user/kernel
mode switch and system calls for reading and writing data.

Kernel Module. Specifically, pipe is implemented as a special
device file: /dev/rein. Selector calls open system call to open the
file to create a suite of pipes, which is also accessible from Agent. A
handle is returned to Selector for manipulating pipes. Besides, the
pre-allocated memory pool is allocated by the driver of /dev/rein
in the open system call. In addition, the driver implements the
ioctl system call to realize the synchronization between Selector
and Agent, and the memory mapping is achieved by implementing
the mmap interface of the device. Batch processing is implemented
by Selector polling the pipes, that is, Agent continuously writes
collected data to the shared area, where Selector periodically reads
a batch of data by timer-triggering.

4.1.2 Agent. Agent’s functions include data collection and algo-
rithm switching, realized by minor modifications made to Linux
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kernel TCP stack. Data collection. We instrument the ACK pro-
cessing procedure to generate raw data, and extract per-ACK in-
formation, e.g., RTT, loss rate, delivery rate, ECE ( ECN-Echo )
mark, etc. More information can be elicited if required. Algorithm
switching. Dozens of CCAs are implemented in Linux kernel in
the form of loadable modules. Changing the CCAs of connections
can be realized by replacing function pointers. The switching starts
by Selector writing algorithm decision of a group of connections
in the downward pipe and calling ioctl, which notifies Agent to
set algorithm switching flags for the related connections’ TCP con-
trol blocks. The flag will directly trigger an algorithm replacement
when kernel congestion control component is invoked. The state
migration for the replacement is in accordance with §3.1.

4.2 User Space Implementation
4.2.1 User Interface. The user library of Rein is essentially a simple
wrapper of the kernel module, which includes rein_open and
rein_close to open/close the device file, and ioctl to syn-
chronize Agent and Selector. The pseudocode in §4.2.2 shows an
example of using the interface.

4.2.2 Selector. Selector currently only implements rule-based se-
lection, we provide one instance of differentiatingWiFi connections
from wired connections to demonstrate the workflow, classification
accuracy and more abundant rules will be further explored in future
work. The rules is summarized by analyzing connection trace, and
find that the jitter of RTT is drastic in WiFi and we quantize it by
the coefficient of variation (COV, standard deviation divided by
mean) and normalized range ( (maximum - minimum)/minimum
) of sampled RTTs. The rule is described as following: if the COV
and the normalized range of sampled RTTs for a connection exceed
certain thresholds (CTH and RTH in the pseudocode) in the first N
sampled RTTs, we speculate the connection is through WiFi and
set TCP Westwood for this connection.

/ ∗ S e l e c t o r ∗ /
/ ∗ g e t a hand l e t o man ipu l a t e Re in ∗ /
handle = rein_open();
/ ∗ main l o o p o f s e l e c t i o n ∗ /
while(true) {
/ ∗ upda t e upgo ing p i p e f o r new da ta ∗ /
ioctl(handle->fd, UPSYNC,NULL);
/ ∗ whe the r Agent has w r i t e n da ta i n t h e upward p i p e ∗ /
while(!pipe_empty(handle->up_pipe)) {
data = get_data(handle->up_pipe)
/ ∗ g e t t h e s t a t e o f t h e f l ow who own t h e da ta ∗ /
flow_state = hash_find(data.flow_id);

/ ∗ t h e r u l e t o c l a s s i f y WiFi i n t h e s e c i t o n 4 . 2 . 2 ∗ /
if(flow_state.rtt_cnt < N &&
flow_state.newcc == 0) {
update_state(flow_state, data);
if(flow_state.rtt_cov > CTH &&
flow_state.rtt_range > RTH) {
flow_state.newcc = westwood;
/ ∗ w r i t e s w i t c h i n g mes sage t o downward p i p e ∗ /
put_data(handle->down_pipe, flow_state));
}

}
}
/ ∗ s i g n a l Agent t o sw i t c h a l g o r i t hm , i f any ∗ /
ioctl(handle->fd, DOWNSYNC, NULL);
/ ∗ s l e e p t o a c h i e v e ba t c h p r o c e s s i n g ∗ /
sleep(2ms);

}

Listing 1: Pseudocode for WiFi classification

CUBIC WestwoodBBR

Figure 7: State migration

5 EVALUATION
We answer three questions in this section. Whether smooth and
online algorithm switching is feasible? Whether potential perfor-
mance gain can be achieved by Rein? Whether the overheads are
moderate?

5.1 Algorithm Switching
To observe the dynamic behavior of Rein during algorithm switch-
ing, we firstly utilize the Linux Traffic Control (TC) [6] to regulate
the link characteristics to: 2 Mbps bandwidth, 30ms RTT and 4%
loss ratio. Driven by Rein,the CCA is switched from CUBIC to BBR,
then to Westwood, which covers the dominated algorithm types,
i.e., rate-based/window-based, delay-based/loss-based. TCP probe
[1] is then used to trace the following metrics: sender congestion
window and throughput. The results are shown in Figure 7. Obvi-
ously, the smooth and online algorithm switching can be conducted
by Rein.

5.2 Performance Gain
We show that Rein averagely outperforms CUBIC by 7.43%, BBR
by 57.0% and Westwood by 17.16% in the heterogeneous network
by creating three network scenarios: clients with WiFi access and
clients with wired access(small and large bottleneck buffer). The
server runs four Nginx [8] web servers with Rein, BBR, CUBIC
and Westwood, respectively, three client machines send requests
to all four web servers to download 30MB files. One client machine
accesses a public WiFi, the other two clients travel through two
emulation networks configured by Linux traffic control tool [6]
in a middle box as in work [14]. The parameters of two emula-
tion network are: propagation delay 40 / 40 ms, bandwidth 3 / 3
MBps, buffer size 1BDP / 4BDP (bandwidth delay product), and
background traffic is running CUBIC as competing flows. The ini-
tial algorithm of Rein is CUBIC, and the rule developed in §4.2.2
is used to differentiate WiFi connections from wired connections,
small and large buffer scenarios are separated by setting a threshold
on the 95th percentile RTT sampled in data collection phase. Figure
8 shows the cumulative distribution function of flow completion
time of Rein, CUBIC, BBR and Westwood. In the wired-small buffer
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Figure 8: CDF of flow completion time

Table 2: CPU cost percentages comparison of Rein and
netlink

User space (%) Kernel (%)

Rein Selector 0.54 Nx 29.24 Agent 0.08 tcp_ack 0.38
netlink n_user 11.83 Nx 21.13 n_kernel 0.54 tcp_ack 0.71

environment, Rein runs CUBIC first and switch to BBR later, and
surpass other schemes due to BBR is advantages versus loss-based
CCA in small buffer scenario [13, 21]. In the wired-large buffer sce-
nario, Rein runs CUBIC and is superior to BBR due to BBR compete
inferiorly against CUBIC when bottleneck buffer is large [21]. In
WiFi environment, Rein switch to Westwood after data collection
and perform better than CUBIC and BBR since Westwood matches
wireless characteristics. Rein performance is not completely same as
the Westwood due to scarce cases of algorithm misselection (selec-
tion policy failed due to randomness in collected data). The average
flow completion time across three environments of Rein, CUBIC,
BBR, Westwood are 15.21s, 16.34s, 23.88s, 17.82s, respectively.

5.3 Overheads
In this section, we test the overheads of Rein in high-load server. To
validate our system optimizations, we compare Rein with netlink
socket [4], which is designed and commonly used for transferring
miscellaneous networking information between the kernel and
user space processes. We set up one server machine and one client
machine, which are both equipped with a 12-core CPU (Intel Xeon
E52620 @ 2.4GHz), 64GB RAM and one dual-port Intel 82599 10G
NIC, respectively. The 10G port of 82599 NIC in the server is directly
connected to client machines’ NIC port. We stress the CPU by
combining the multi-queue of 10G NIC into a single queue. Then
Rein is applied to Nginx (Nx) [8] and ensure Rein, Nginx, kernel
network stack all run in the same core. To identify the overheads
caused by the framework itself, Selector only pre-processes data
by computing average RTT, loss rate, and throughput. The client
machine firstly regulates the RTT to 20 ms, then 250 concurrent
persistent connection are launched in the client using an HTTP
benchmark tool (wrk) [7] to download 1MB files, which nearly
saturates the 10G NIC port. We replace Rein’s pipes and related

enhancements with netlink socket as the comparison experiment.
We then profile the CPU cycles cost proportions by performance
profiling tool [2] to evaluate the overheads of Rein and netlink
socket. As listed in Table 2, Rein contains two parts, Selector in
user space and Agent in kernel. To make the CPU cost proportion
value more concrete, we compare Rein’s overheads with Nginx
and tcp_ack procedure. 4 The netlink socket also includes two
parts, n_user, which reads data from kernel, and n_kernel, which is
instrumented into tcp_ack to extract data. The result shows that
the overheads introduced by Rein are modest while netlink’s cost
is nonnegligible.

6 RELATEDWORK
ML related congestion control. Some works [30, 31, 33] adopt
model training approaches and generate an optimized rate control
policy for a given artificial network (specified by parameterized
simulation or real world trace) by training a control model offline.
Others [11, 18, 19] take online learning approaches by make less
assumption about network and adjusts sending rate based on online
reward to maximize a utility function of performance metrics. Their
control unit is more subtle (e.g., sending rate), while Rein’s control
unit is CCA. While work [26] explores the idea of selecting CCA
through reinforcement Learning, its model is based on averaged
network feedback data from emulation, which is prone to noise and
variability in the wild network [32]. Rein aims to utilize real-world
multivariate time series network feedback data.

Fine-grained configurable network protocol stack. There
has been a surge on making network protocol stack customizable to
adapt to clients’ characteristics by configuring protocol parameters.
Configtron[25], PQUIC[17], CCP[24] and Linux eBPF[3]. Rein focus
on smooth algorithm switch to adapt to heterogeneity.

7 CONCLUSION
We argue that, instead of applying a single congestion control algo-
rithm for connections with heterogeneous network environments,
preferable algorithm should be selected according to the character-
istics of each connection. We design and implement the prototype
of Rein to support our argument, it aims to improve performance
by exploiting the heterogeneity of clients’ network. Preliminary
evaluations confirm the feasibility of Rein. Future work will focus
on designing CCA selection policy and deploying Rein in our CDN
server.
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